THE WORLD STARTS WITH ME (WSWM)
REPORT OF THE
NATIONAL WSWM STUDENTS CAMP HELD
FROM 27 – 29 APRIL, 2008
AT
NABISUNSA GIRLS SECONDARY SCHOOL.

Fig 1: Students at the WSWM Camp held at Nabisunsa Girls School.

The four day residential camp involved WSWM students who had been selected
as the best exhibitors in the WSWM 2007 project cycle regional exhibitions.
Participants were drawn from 31 schools across the country. These schools
included: Ngora Girls SS, Bukomero SS, PMM Girls School, St. Peters SS
Nsambya, Dabani Girls School, Kibibi SS, Kasaka SS, Hill Top College
Nkokonjeru, St. Mary’s Edioffe Girls, Bweranyangi Girls SS, Moroto High School,
Bwika Muslim SS, St. Joseph’s College Ombaci, Kabalega SS, Wanyange Girls
School, Namilyango College, Bulo Parents School, St. Peters College Tororo,
Awere SS, Dr. Obote College, Mt. Rwenzori Girls SS, Gulu High School, Teso
College Aloet, Muntuyera High School, Masindi Army SS, Bishop SS Mukono,
Kiira College Butiki, Luwero SS, Comboni College and Mvara SS.
Objectives of the camp
The camp had a number of objectives and some of which included the following;
•
•

Providing an opportunity of the best WSWM student exhibitors to meet as
a family
Develop a team of National Student Peer Educators.
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•
•
•
•
•

Build participants’ knowledge and skills in communication, presentation,
script writing, acting, video filming and editing.
Provide students with an opportunity of hearing & interacting with
inspirational National WSWM Student Peer Educators.
Involve students in developing and producing youth friendly Sexual
Reproductive Health and Rights (SRHR) materials.
Getting students’ suggestions and ideas on how to improve the WSWM
program qualitatively & quantitatively.
Forging national unity an building team work spirit by working in teams
made up of students from different schools.

Activities at the WSWM Student Camp
Activities at the WSWM student camp included:
• Brainstorming sexual reproductive health and rights (SRHR) issues
affecting young people.
• Answering students’ burning SRHR questions.
• Listening and interacting with inspirational national student peer
educators.
• Professional training in the development and production of educational
skits, public speaking, art work and poems all aimed at delivering youthfriendly SRHR messages.
• Production of youth-friendly SRHR materials by the young people.
Day 1 (Monday) Programme:
TIME

ACTIVITY

BY WHOM

8:30 – 9:00
AM

Collaborative introductions (Participants’
expectations, hopes, and fears) and setting
of the ground rules.
Brainstorming SHR and Rights Issues faced
by young people
• Causes.
• Consequences
• How the causes of the issue can be
avoided.
HEALTH BREAK

Gloria Mupa
and Joyce
Nannozi
Bright Kigozi
and
Winnie Akeso.

Student Peer Educator (SPE)
• What is Peer Education?
• What is Student Peer Education?
• Why Student Peer Education?
• What are the possible advantages of
Student Peer Education?
• What are the possible disadvantages of
Student Peer Education?
• What are the challenges of Student Peer
Education?

Daniel Kakinda

9:00– 10:40
AM

10:40
–
11:00 AM
11:00 AM –
1:00 PM
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1:00 – 2:00
PM
2:00 -6:00
PM

LUNCH
Production of educational skits
• Classification of skits.
• Task to be done.
• Steps involved in developing an
educational skit.
• Elements of a good educational skit.
• Things to consider when developing a
skit.
• Role of a skit director.
• Qualities of a good actor/actress.
• Rehearsals

Nathan Zaake

(8:30 -9:00) AM: Session 1: Collaborative Introductions
Gloria Mupa, a WSWM National Student Peer Educator and currently a student
at Kyambogo University facilitated this interactive session.
Participants where requested to pair up with a new friend (one he or she had not
met before) and interview the new friend to find out the following information:
• Name:
• Class:
• School and the district where the school is located
• Hopes and expectations for the camp
• What motivated the new friend to join WSWM?
• Fears in the camp, and
• Thoughts of why he or she was selected to attend the camp from among
the other students at the regional exhibitions.
Each participant was the required to introduce the new friend to the rest of the
participants at a plenary session.
Participants’ hopes and expectations for the camp:
Below are some of the hopes and expectations the participants had for the
National WSWM Students’ Camp:
• Gain more knowledge and skills on how to handle Sexual Reproductive
Health issues.
• Make more friends.
• Get to know more about the changes (physical, psychological and
emotional) that take place during the process of growth and development.
• To know more about the WSWM program.
• To train and qualify as good student peer educator.
• To gain more self-esteem.
• To become highly-qualified student peer counselor.
• To learn more skills and gain more tactics in student peer education.
• To widen my knowledge and bright my future.
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•
•
•
•
•

To obtain new ideas from the program.
To learn more from others and share with them what I know.
Gain more computer skills.
To become a winners after the end of the camp and go away with a prize.
To qualify out as a good actor.

Participants mentioned the following as some of the things which motivated them
to the World Starts With Me (WSWM) program;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interest in learning video recording and editing.
Wanting to be a Student Peer Educator (SPE).
The program touched all parts of the school society.
Desire to improve on personal self-esteem.
The activities in the program were so interesting.
Desire to develop and enhance communication skills.
Attracted by the use of computers and other technological gadgets in the
program activities.
To learn more about relationships and emotions.
Spend time actively other than being idle.
To know more about Sexual Reproductive Health issues.

The participants gave following as the reasons for their being chosen among the
many students in the program to attend the camp;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

They happened to be the best presenters in their regions during the
WSWM exhibitions.
They were open and very interactive during the program activities.
Some had been the pioneers of the program in their different schools and
regions.
They had the ability to communicate very well, recite good poems, and
make good presentations.
They had a higher self-esteem compared to the others.
They were very good at mobilizing others during the program’s activities.
Some had very good computer skills.
Some were motivated by their program teachers.
Most of them had high familiarization skills.
Others thought that it could have been a God given opportunity.

Participants’ fears for the camp included:
•
•
•
•
•

The environment was very unfriendly due to the coldness at night. A good
number of participants had not brought bed sheets and blankets.
Some participants were scared of meeting new faces.
Some were not used to interacting with the opposite sex since they had
come from single-sex schools.
Scared of being one of the worst students with respect to participation,
presentation, and participation in the activities scheduled in the camp.
Not meeting the demands and expectations of the camp organizers.
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•
•

Not having enough time for relaxing due to the tight programme and heavy
workloads.
Being laughed at by the other participants.

Reactions to participants’ fears:
This session was facilitated by Daniel Kakinda, the Executive and Training
Director of SchoolNet Uganda, who called on the participants and facilitators to
react to some of the fears participants had raised. Below were some of the
reactions.
•

•
•

SchoolNet Uganda apologized for the incomplete communication to the
participants in the invitation letters which did not clearly spell out that
participants should come with personal effects like bed sheets and blankets
and promised that it would do its best to get participants blankets. 22
participants were thereafter provided with blankets for the camp.
Participants should maintain the hygiene of the facilities where they were
being accommodated.
Challenges are always part of life what we need to overcome them is always
to be positive to what we are doing.

Ground Rules:
Joyce Nannozi, a Student peer educator in the Inspiring Science Education for
Girls Using ICT project facilitated this session.
Participants agreed on the following ground rules:
•
Respect each other and everyone’s opinions even when you don’t agree.
•
Keep on time and keep on task.
•
Maintain confidentiality.
•
All phones should be in silent mood.
•
Always begin and end the day with a prayer.
(9:00- 10:40) AM: Session 2: Brainstorming the Sexual Reproductive Health
and Rights (SRHR) issues faced by young people.
This session was facilitated by Winnie Akeso, a WSWM Sexual Reproductive
Health (SRH) consultant and Bright Kigozi, the WPF Junior Project Consultant.
Winnie Akeso first led a discussion on to what the participants understood by
Sexual Reproductive Health and Rights (SRHR).
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Fig.2 : Winnie Akeso leading a discussion on what is SRHR?

It was noted that Sexual Reproductive Health encompassed a number of issues
which included:
• Ability to physically develop and cope with the physical developments.
• Hygiene and care for the reproductive organs.
• Coping with emotional ups and downs.
• Understanding the changes (physical, emotional and physiological) one goes
through when developing.
• Ability to live comfortably with oneself and with others.
• Ability to relate with people of the opposite sex who are growing differently.
Rights are things which one is entitled to and has freedom to do. The society is
responsible for ensuring the rights of the young people are not abused. E.g. the
government has to ensure that young people are not sexually abused.
Participants were however cautioned that rights also go with responsibilities.
Sexual Reproductive Health and Rights Issues in Uganda schools.
Bright Kigozi led a brainstorming session on the Adolescent Sexual Reproductive
Health and Rights issues affecting students in Uganda secondary schools. The
discussion centered on what is the SRHR issue and what are the consequences
of the SRHR issue and how to avoid the SRHR issue.
The following were some of the SRHR issues highlighted by the students:
(i)
Growth and Development
• Developments of extra large breasts make girls uncomfortable whether in a
single sex or mixed school.
• Development of pimples in both boys and girls. They spend a lot of time and
money trying to treat the pimples.
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•
•

Girls tend to be emotional just before or just after or during the menstruation
periods.
Body changes occurring at different rates. Usually boys with small penis are
teased by others and even fear to go bathing with others.

The students were reminded that emotional ups and downs are due to hormonal
imbalances and one can’t do much about them. Also students should appreciate
that body changes are normal to every one though they occur at different rates.
(ii) Boy – Girl sexual relationship.
The three major causes of the boy-girl sexual relationship were identified as high
sexual desire towards the opposite sex during adolescent, peer pressure to have
a boy-friend or a girl-friend and the adventure to experiment manhood or
womanhood.
According to the students, consequences of boy-girl sexual relations included:
• Lack of concentration on academics.
• Early unwanted pregnancies.
• May lead to abortions and deaths.
• Dropping out of school mainly for girls due to pregnancy.
• Imprisonment of the boy.
• Uncalled for responsibilities.
The students suggested that boy-girl sexual relationships in school can be
reduced by having Sexual Productive Health (SRH) education in schools where
students are taught about body growth and changes, how to keep safe and how
to abstain and the consequences of early sexual intercourse and pregnancy. .
(i)

Male teacher –Girl child sexual relationship.

Because teachers are human, they sometimes develop sexual feeling towards
the girl child. Such relationship leads the teacher to give money, material things
and extra marks to the student.
Consequences of the male teacher-girl child sexual relationships include:
• Loss of concentration on academics on the part of the student.
• Lack of respect for the teacher by other students.
• Less effort in academics by the students hoping to get free extra marks.
(ii)

Community men –Girl child sexual relationships.

Students were told that research in Uganda shows that most of the cases of
teenager pregnancies are caused by Motor-Cycle (Boda-Boda) men and were
asked what they thought were the reasons for this.
Students cited the following as some of the causes of the Boda-Boda men –Girl
child sexual relationship:
• Love for material things by the girl child.
• Boda-Boda men have excellent conning skills.
• A number of girls and young women like free lifts.
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(iii)

Homosexuality and lesbianism in single-sex schools.

Participants outlined the following as some of the causes for homosexuality and
lesbianism in schools:
(iv)
Sharing of beds.
(v)
The myths that boys can only get the HIV virus from girls and not knowing
that anal sex could put them at a higher risk of contracting the HIV virus.
(vi)
Some do it for material gains. The rich girls pay the poor girls for helping
them satisfy their sexual desires.
(vii) Interest in pornographic materials. Some students want to copy and
practice what they see in pornographic material.
(viii) Lack of control for the high sexual desire.
(ix)
Trying to put theory into practice.
(x)
Peer pressure from friends who engage in such acts.
(xi)
As part of bullying, some students are forced into the act.
(xii) Not knowing what is wrong with the act and possible consequences.
Some girls don’t see anything wrong with l lesbianism and think it is a safe
way of satisfying sexual desires.
(xiii) Taking drugs. Students lose their self control after taking drugs and
engage in all sorts of immoral acts.
(xiv) Some ugly girls after failing to be conned by boys decide to go with fellow
girls.
(xv) Some students find it quite simple to establish sexual relationships with
students of the same sex than those of the opposite sex.
(xvi) Entertainment. Girls tend to get attracted to girls who act as boys during
school entertainment activities.
(xvii) Some girls think penetrative sex is very painful and decide to satisfy their
sexual desires with fellow girls.
Participants suggested the following measures that could be taken in order to
control the acts of homosexuality and lesbianism;
•
•
•
•

Teach the students about the dangers of engaging in such acts.
Avoid being idle; students should engage in activities like sports.
Informing people of authority when such issues break up.
Avoiding pornographic materials hence controlling sexual excitements

(vi) Parents/Guardian –Girl Child sexual relationships.
Students cited cases where guardians demand sex in return for school fees and
in the very extreme cases, where the real father has sex with a daughter.
The participants gave the following as some of the causes of parent/GuardianGirl child sexual relationships:
•
•
•

The interest in pornographic materials by some parents. This tends to
make the sexual desire of parents high, leading to loss of embarrassment.
Witchcraft where the man could be asked to have sex with his own
daughter in order to get rich.
The love for money by the children.
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•
•
(iv)

Divorce in marriages which tend to end up with children not staying with
their biological parents who in the long run tend to force them into sexual
acts.
Parental influence. It is sometimes the parents who force their children to
have sex with other men in the interest for money and material things.
Early unprotected penetrative sexual Intercourse
Students were cautioned that early sexual intercourse was the worst
sexual reproductive health issue and that should delay sexual intercourse
until their bodies are biologically ready and they are psychologically and
socially ready for both the consequences and the responsibilities which
come with it.

Students gave the following as some of the possible consequences of early
sexual intercourse:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

May result in unwanted pregnancies.
May result in abortion leading to the death of the child and sometimes the
mother.
Loss of self and communal respect.
Acquisition of HIV/AIDS and other STDs.
May cause school drop-outs.
May lead to family neglect.
May end up in unwanted parenthood and responsibilities.
Might cause loss of self-esteem and may be even depression.
Most especially it results into forced marriages. Forced marriages normally
end in misunderstandings and early divorce.
Spoiling personal future prospects.
Some girls may hang themselves when they become pregnant.
Regrets which keep multiplying in later life and may end up as a mental
disorder. Some cases of such regrets which were cited included a mother
throwing a baby in a pit latrine or a man murdering his wife and children.

Ways of avoiding SRHR issues in schools
Participants came up with a list of things they would advise their fellow students
to do to avoid early sexual intercourse and other SRHR issues:
• Students should respect themselves.
• Students should set personal standards and bottom-lines like not
associating with drug addicts.
• Students should develop self-control and set rules of the game. They said,
it is not bad to have a boyfriend or girlfriend as long as regulations are set
up in the relationships one of which should be not having sex before the
right time.
• Students should be assertive and go by what they say (A ‘NO’ should
mean a ‘NO’ not mistaken for a “YES”). When saying NO, the body should
also say NO and not the opposite.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Students should stop excessive love for material things because it is one
of the causes of unwanted pregnancies and the spread of HIV/AIDS.
Students should be mindful about the way they dress in society because
bad or indecent dressing is often mistaken to be an invitation for rape and
sexual abuse.
Students should also avoid being idle because “an idle mind is a devil’s
workshop.” They should engage in sports and other extra-curricular
activities.
Students should also give second thoughts about the free gifts to them by
friends and distant relatives because eventually they have to pay back in
form of sex.
Students should learn to be contended with whatever they have to avoid
temptations into immoral activities.
Students should also avoid being in lonely risky places.

(11:00 AM – 1:00 PM) Session 3: Student Peer Educators (SPEs) and
Education
This brainstorming session with was led by Kakinda Daniel, SchoolNet Uganda
Training Director covered the following areas:
(i)
What is Peer Education?
(ii)
What is Student Peer Education?
(iii)
Why use Student Peer Education in WSWM program?
(iv)
What are the possible advantages of using Student Peer Education
(SPE)?
(v)
What are the possible disadvantages of using Student Peer Education
(SPE)?
(vi)
What are the challenges faced by Student Peer Educators?
The session started by asking the participants what they understand by “World
Starts With Me.”
Participants gave a number of responses which included:
• That the world starts with an individual then spreads out to the rest.
• One being a role model to the society.
• A person should “walk the talk”. One should always practice what she/he
is asking others to do.
• One should create his or her own future.
• WSWM is a program for the youth that is aimed at making them make
good choices in life.
Participants were reminded that:
“You must be the change you wish to see in the world”
- Mahatma Gandhi
Participants were told that for them to be good WSWM student peer educators,
they must live as role models. You can’t advise your fellow students to abstain
from sex when you are doing the exact opposite.
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To guide the brainstorming, participants were asked a number of probing
questions. The discussion on each question, ended with a harmonization by the
facilitator.
•

What is peer education?

Students were asked what they understood by a peer and education.
Students’ responses included:
 A peer someone you can talk with or consult for advice.
 A peer is someone of your age group
 A peer is someone with the same reasoning capacity.
 A peer is simply a friend.
 Education is giving knowledge about certain aspects and issues.
Harmonizing:


•

A peer is a person who belongs to the same social group as another
person. A social group may be based on age, sex, occupation, socialeconomic status.
Education is the development of a person’s knowledge, attitudes, beliefs,
or behavior resulting from the teaching and learning process.

What is student peer education?

Students were asked what student peer education and whether and how they
had engaged in some student peer education activities.
Students’ responses included:



Student Peer Education is a situation where a student guides another
student or other students.
Most of the participants had carried out student peer education in their
schools through a number of activities which included:
- One-one private talks with the students.
- On gatherings like school assemblies through acting simple skits
and reciting poems. Among the skits that they acted included:
Consequences of early pregnancy; and Bad girls for life.
- Talking about immoral behaviors and acts like watching
pornography.
- Writing articles and newsletters for the school notice boards.

The participants noted that some students are quite difficult to convince. Such
students might require befriending them first and then try to change them with
time.
Harmonizing:
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•

Student peer education as a process whereby well-trained and motivated
students undertake informal and/or organized educational activities with
peers over a period of time; aimed at developing skills and enabling them
to be responsible for and to protect their own health.
Examples of Student Peer Education activities in schools include:
- Organized sessions with students in a school using interactive
techniques e.g. quizzes, role plays, and poems.
- Educational plays followed by group discussions.
- Presentation/talks at assemblies by students and other peers.
- Informal conversations with young people talking about different
types of behaviors that can put their health at risk and where they
can find more information and help.

Why Student Peer Education?

When asked why the WSWM program should also use student peer education,
students’ responses included:
 Peers feel free with and open to each other.
 Peers normally have the same experiences and pressures therefore can
understand each other’s situations better.
 Young people depend on their peers a lot.
 Students really understand what their peers are going through.
 Students are easier to approach than the teachers or elders.
 Students know the peers’ language and attitudes towards different issues.
Harmonizing:








A young person’s peer group has a great influence on the way he or she
behaves. This is true for both risky & safe behaviour. Peer education takes
advantage of peer influence in a positive way.
Information is transmitted easily because the educator and the audience
have a shared background and interests in areas such as:
- Taste in music and popular celebrities.
- Use of language.
- Family themes (brother and sister issues, struggle for
independence etc).
- Peer and societal pressures.
- Role demands (student, team member etc).
Young peer educators are less likely to be seen as authority figures
“preaching” about how others should behave from a judgemental position.
Peer education is perceived more like receiving advice from a friend “in
the know” who has similar concerns and understanding of what its like to
be a young person.
It is a way of getting a great deal of information on issues that are
especially sensitive or culturally taboo.
Empowers young people by offering them the opportunity to participate in
activities that affect them and to access information ad services they need
to protect their health.
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•

What are the possible advantages of student peer education?

The participants were asked what they considered as possible advantages of
using student peer education in the WSWM program.
Students’ responses included:





Some parents do not have time to counsel their children and may not even
know what their children are experiencing so student peer educators can
come into take that responsibility.
Students feel freer with their peers than the teachers and parents.
It is easier for a student to change another student’s lifestyle than for a
teacher or parent.
Students can get access to groups (like drug addicts or homosexuals)
which are very difficult to reach by the teachers and parents.

Harmonizing:
Daniel, asked the participants to add the advantages below to those they had
already identified:




•

Student peer education is relatively a cheap way of passing on information
and skills to a large number of students.
Student peer educators can supplement educational interventions by
teachers, social works and health providers.
The Student peer educators can gain skills and knowledge which are
important for their personal development.
Using personal testimonies from the student peer educators is a very
effective way of marketing and promoting the WSWM program.

What are the possible disadvantages of student peer education?

Participants were asked possible disadvantages of using student peer education
in the WSWM program.
Students’ responses included:
 It is hard to get advice from our own peers.
 Student Peer Educators are sometimes considered by other students as
spies for teachers and the school administration.
 Some of the student peer educators may have a bad history which makes
it difficult for other students to believe in what they are saying.
 The peer educators might end up adapting to the characters of the peers
that they had wanted to change.
 Students tend not to listen to student peer educators who are below their
age bracket or in a low social-economic class.
Harmonizing:
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Daniel provided the following additional disadvantages of using Student Peer
Educators:





•

As student peer educators age, they grow out of their role, so new student
peer educators always have to be recruited and trained.
It is difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of the student peer educators
since most of the peer education occurs informally and behaviour change
is a gradual process.
If the student peer educators are not well informed and trained, student
peer education can have a harmful effect (misinformation, unprofessional
advice, etc).
There is also a possibility that when a student peer educator loses focus,
he/she may start destroying the others too through negative peer
influence.

What are the challenges that are faced when trying to carry out student
peer education?

Participants were asked to mention some of the challenges they are currently
facing or they are likely to face as student peer educators.
Students’ responses included:








The Student peer educators find it very hard to practice what they preach
because they are going through the same challenges like all young
people.
The student or peers might turn against the student peer educator with the
possibility of losing some of the old friends as they think the peer educator
is working against them.
The audience tends to look back at the backgrounds of the student peer
educators and this sometimes forces them to disagree with the information
that is passed on to them.
It involves waiting for a long time in order to notice a change in the people
you talk to in order to evaluate yourself as a student peer educator.
There is little or no support given to the student peer educators from their
respective schools.
Some student peer educators don’t have the right skills needed for peer
education like listening and communication skills.
Some students setting traps for the student peer educators to test their
commitment to what they say.

Harmonizing:
In additional to the challenges faced by student peer educators mentioned by the
students, Daniel added the following:
•
•

Over expectation (in terms of behaviour, knowledge, skills) from them by
other students.
Complex SRHR questions to the student peer educators due to
imaginations from peers that they know a lot.
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•

•
•
•
•

Conflicting with teachers on some of the SRHR messages to students.
The teacher may be pushing for abstinence whereas the student peer
educator is talking of the use of condoms.
Need to balance peer education with books. Student peer educators are
also expected to do well in their academics.
Need to live exemplary life as role models.
Lack of relevant information and skills for effective peer education due to
insufficient training.
Not knowing how to carry out the peer education.

(2:00 - 4: 00) PM: Session 3 Part 1: Production of educational skits
This session was facilitated by Nathan Zaake, a 3rd year Makerere University
student doing a Bachelors of Arts in Music.
In his opening remarks, Nathan said that this session was to cover:
 Classification of skits.
 The task that participants had to do after.
 The steps involved in developing an educational skit.
 Elements of a good educational skit.
 Things to consider when developing a skit.
 Allocating group members to different characters in the skit.
 Dramatic techniques.
 Roles and responsibilities of a skit Director.
 Qualities of a good actor/actress.
 Rehearsals.
(i) Classification of skits
Skits are categorized in a number of ways depending on how the message is to
be passed on to the audience.
Below are some of the categories of skits:






Comedy: A light and amusing skit that ends up in happiness.
Tragedy: A skit characterized by a lot of great suffering and always ends
in sadness.
Tragicomedy: This is a combination of a tragedy and a comedy.
Opera: A skit set to music. Most words are sung by the performers.
Skits for educational purposes: These are skits set to communicate an
educative/developmental message in an entertaining manner. They mirror
out the society i.e. the evils, ills, exemplary behaviors among others

(ii) The task the participants had to do after
Participants were to be divided into four groups and each group was to
develop a 10 min educational based on one or more of the Sexual
Reproductive Health and Rights issues faced by young people. Participants
could select from the SRHR issues included in the list below or others not
included in the list.
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Possible SRHR issues faced by young people:












Destructive influence from peers.
Sexual harassment and abuse.
Multiple sex partners.
Sex for gifts or favors.
Teenage pregnancy.
Unsafe abortions.
Lack of correct information and spread of myths.
Alcohol and drug abuse.
Stigmatization of people affected or infected with HIV/AIDS.
Cross-generational sex.
Poverty and living beyond one’s mean.

(iii) Steps involved in developing an educational skit.
Developing an educational skit involves three steps.
Step 1: Situation analysis
Members of each group should identify and discuss in details one or more of the
SRHR issues affecting the young people in society.
Step 2: Creating a story
The group should create a realistic story similar to what is experienced by young
people. This would help the audience to know that the issue that had been raised
is actually their problem seeking for a solution and not a mere drama show.
Step 3: Conflict development.
A conflict in a play creates sufficient curiosity and emotional attachment among
the audience to the issues discussed and raised. Two sides i.e. good
(protagonist) and Bad (antagonist) should be clashed. The conflict should be
resolved by giving the audience a way forward. It is the way forward which is
the learning point for the audience
(iv)

Elements of a good educational skit.






Introduction of the issue (in this case an SRHR issue).
Conflict (forces from good & bad people including ones self).
Resolution: what the main character decides to do.
Life after the resolution: Consequence of the decision.
Way forward: What are the lessons for the audience (could be left hanging
in case the skit is intended to initiate a discussion).

In order to check on participants’ understanding of what are the elements of a
good educational skit, the facilitator played two video recorded skits and asked
participants to mention elements of a good educational skit they had seen in the
skits explaining their answers.
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Skit 1: Teenage Pregnancy (acted by some WSWM National Peer Educators)
The skit begins with Andrew and Jane having a reflection on the good life they
had had sometime back. Then during the conversation, Jane puts it forward to
Andrew that she was pregnant. Andrew in great shock blasts Jane and denies
the pregnancy and tells Jane to abort as the only option.
Andrew goes to a friend (Peter) to seek for advice. Peter challenges Andrew to
be responsible but also advices him to ‘scatter” (get lost) for sometime till thinks
cool. Andrew follows Peter’s advice and gets lost.
Meanwhile Jane also seeks advice from a friend (Tracy) who tells her to abort.
At the end of it all, Jane fails to come to a conclusion and ends up committing
suicide.
After viewing the skit, participants were asked to point out the elements of a good
educational skit they had noticed in skit 1: Teenage pregnancy
Participants mentioned the following elements:





The introduction was good. Jane and Andrew introduced the issue
(pregnancy) to the audience.
There was a conflict (Tracy was a bad peer because she asked Jane to abort
and Jane urged against it).
The resolution was very clear when Jane urged against abortion and opted
for suicide.
In the skit, it was not clear whether Jane died or not and the way forward was
left to the audience.

.
The facilitator asked the participants to note the following points from the skit:






The skit had a good introduction straight from the title – Teenage Pregnancy.
The topic arouses anxiety to the viewer.
The influence on Andrew was not clear.
The influence on Jane was clear but lacked good influence from the peer.
The way forward was not evident. The lessons to learn were totally left to the
audience.

In order to use the skit for educational purpose, it is necessary that a discussion
is held with the audience using well designed probing questions in order to bring
out the way forward or learning points for the audience.
Nathan asked the participants the following probing questions about the skit.
Q1. What were Jane’s arguments against abortion?
Participants’ responses:
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Jane feared abortion because she feared death or rotting.
Jane feared to abort because she would loose respect from her parents and
neighbours.
Jane feared making double sins (fornication and murder through abortion).

Q2. Jane argued against abortion and instead opted for suicide. Was that the
right decision?
The participants had mixed feeling with some supporting the decision Jane made
and others arguing against the decision.
Those against the decision to commit suicide:
 The parents would have got disappointed with though they would not kill her.
 There were low chances of dying had she stayed with the pregnancy.
 She should have talked to someone with responsibility before making that
decision.
 She should have stayed home to start a new life.
Those in favour of the decision to commit suicide:



She would have turned into a young mother.
The people around would stop respecting her if she had stayed with the
pregnancy.
.
Q3. Do you think that Tracy was a good friend of Jane? What are the arguments
for your answer?
Some participants thought Tracy was a good friend and others thought she was a
bad friend.





Tracy was a bad friend because she wanted her to abort.
Tracy was a good friend because she rescued her at the end of the skit.
Tracy was a good friend because abortion would enable Jane to continue with
her studies.

Q4. What would you have done if you were in Jane’s situation?
Participants’ responses:
 If I was in Jane’s position, I would go for counseling.
 If I was in Jane’s position, I would go to my mother and tell her about the
whole story.
Q5. Do you think Andrew reacted responsibly when Jane told him about the
pregnancy?
Participants’ response:
Andrew did not act responsibly since he refused to accept and take on the
challenge of handling the pregnancy issue.
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Q6. Why do you think Andrew reacted the way he did. How differently would you
have reacted if you were in Andrew’s position?
Participants said that Andrew reacted the way he did because he was not ready
to have a baby at such an early age and if they were in Andrew’s position, they
would have accepted responsibility for the pregnancy and thereafter would go
and talk to the parents of both parties.
Q7. How would you react if your girlfriend told you that she was pregnant but
some other guy was responsible?
Participants’ responses included:




Going for a DNA test to prove the real father of the baby to be born.
Cater for the baby when born and continue on with their love.
Think of dropping the girl friend.

Skit 2: My Brother (a skit from Scenarios from Africa) addressing stigmatization
of people affected by HIV/AIDS.
The skit begins with Mamadou being driven to school on a motorcycle by his big
brother. On reaching school, he was late and almost everyone had settled in
class with the teacher busy teaching. Mamadou knocks and is let inside. He finds
a free seat but leaves it because Bockery (a boy who had lost both parents due
to HIV/AIDS) was seating on the other side. The teacher talks to Mamadou about
the free seat near Bockery. Mamadou replies that he was following the teacher’s
advice “prevention is better than cure”.
With great anger and disgrace, Bockery moves out of class. The teacher blames
Mamadou for his behaviour and realizing that Mamadou lack proper information
on HIV/AIDS gives Mamadou an assignment which he was to go to an AIDS
Research Centre to do some reading and then make a presented to the class
the following day about HIV/AIDS.
On reaching the AIDS research center Mamadou finds his own brother who tells
him that HIV/AIDS is something more than what he thinks and that he better
takes it serious. Mamadou goes to Bockery’s home and after some negotiations,
they manage to make the presentation together the following day.
After viewing the skit, participants were asked to point out the elements of a good
educational skit they had noticed in skit 2: My Brother
Participants mentioned the following elements:



The introduction was not all that clear from the title but later found that it was
about stigmatization of people affected but HIV/AIDS.
The conflict in the skit was clear.
- Bockery grandmother as a good character because she took on
Bockery when his parents died of HIV/AIDS.
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Bockery was good character because he welcomed Mamadou
even after being stigmatized.
- Mamadou’s brother was a good character because he seriously
cautioned Mamadou that HIV/AIDS was something more than what
he thought which ended up opening his eyes.
- Mamadou as a bad character because he stigmatized Bockery.
- Mamadou’s brother because he had failed to inform Mamadou
about HIV/AIDS before.
The resolution was very clear when Mamadou reconsiders his attitude
towards Bockery when he goes to his home and they work together to make a
joint presentation to the class.
The way forward: The skit was skit was meant to pass on a message to the
audience that they should be friendly to people living with and those affected
with HIV/AIDS.
-




.
As a way of harmonizing, the facilitator asked the participants to note the
following points from the skit;




There was a good introduction: The actors clearly introduced that the issue
they were raising was stigmatization.
The conflict was also clear because of the presence of both the good (the
teacher, classmates, Bokary) and bad side (Mamadou).
The way forward was clear: Lessons given within the skit include:
- Use research centers.
- Facts about HIV/AIDS
- What the community needs to do to support those affected by
HIV/AIDS

(v) Things to consider when developing a skit.
When developing a skit, the following things should be put into consideration.
1. Plotting: This is the sequence of events in scenes and sub-scenes, each one
contributing and developing the theme to the climax.
2. Setting: This is the surrounding where a particular scene is to take place.
Things to consider when choosing the setting:
– Nature of the skit. (general setting)
– Type of Activity. ( Abortion, dancing, an outing )
– Available facilities.
– Time of the day when an event takes place.
– Time in terms of past, present and future. (pot for past and jerrycan for
present, typewriter for past and computer for present )
– People around (social setting).
3. Time (duration): This is how long the skit will last (say 10 min).
The total time for the skit determines:
– The number of SRHR issues to be raised. (Small is beautiful).
– The number of scenes.
– The number of main characters (each main character must be developed).
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–

The duration of each scene.

4. Music and Dance:
- Helps to make the play more entertaining.
- Helps to bring out messages that cannot be brought out with mere
words.
- Improves on the attention span of the audience.
- Different music and dances can be used to create different moods
(happiness, sadness) in the skit.
Participants were however cautioned that choosing the wrong music or dance
will pass on a wrong message e.g. a wedding dance when someone has
died.
5. Characterization: Characterization is the process of giving out different roles
to different people. Clear characters that are similar to the people in the
community should be developed. This helps the audience to identify
themselves with the people on stage.
In particular there should be:- Good characters: Those that the audience would like to emulate or copy.
- Bad characters whose actions and character the community should avoid.
- Transitional characters: For an educative skit, these should move from bad to
good.
- Supportive characters. These help the good and transitional characters to
sustain the good behaviour or move to good behavior.
Participants were asked to consider the following when allocating group
members to characters in their skits.
- Nature of the person as related to the character. ( size, age by looks)
- Skills (acting skills, dancing skills) of the person.
- Ability to act out a specific role.
- Willingness of a person to be the character.
6. Dramatic techniques:
These are methods used when creating a play to bring out the desired effect as
well as enhancing the impact of the message onto the audience.




Dialogue: Conversation between two or more characters. Choice of words
should be selected in such way that they are all useful, meaningful and
educative as well as entertaining.
Asides: Here words are said on stage by an actor/actress intended to be
heard by the audience and not the other characters on stage.
Monologue: A long speech made by a person in a conversation. However in
Drama it means along speech in a skit, spoken by one actor/actress,
especially when alone.
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Soliloquy: This is a technique where an actor speaks out his thoughts aloud
when other characters are off stage.
Mime: An actor/actress communicates without using words but through
expressions and gestures.
Chorus: A group of characters utter/comment certain words in unison to
emphasize a message.
Story telling: The play can be designed in a way that it tells a story.
Flash back: Apart that shows a scene earlier in time than the main story.

(4:00 - 6: 00) PM: Session 3 Part 2: Production of educational skits
.
(vi) The role of a skit director
Each group has to have a skit director whose responsibility is to supervise and
instruct the performers.
Roles:










Facilitates the process of script development.
Interpreting the entire script, situations and characters.
Blocking the skit into a meaningful sequence of acts and scenes according to
the plot.
Proper castings and role definition for each character.
Guiding the characters in interpretation of their roles through hot sitting.
Harmonization of different dramatic technique to suit on skit.
Interpretation and harmonization of different aspects of the skit. E.g. music,
dance, entries, exits, costuming.
Determine the props and costumes to be used.
Guiding actors/actresses to achieve their roles in the skit, the appropriate
setting and spectacle.

(vii) The qualities of a good actor/actress
The actors/actresses in a skit are supposed to take up particular characters in
the skit. Generally they are supposed to posses the following qualities.









Ability to memorize the lines in the skit.
Ability to understand and interpret the different situations and to internalize
the story.
Ability to understand the different characters and how they are supposed to
relate to each other.
Ability to use body language to effectively communicate.
Ability to learn stage movements effectively.
Ability to use eye contacts effectively.
Should have good communication skills (oneself, other people on stage, team
work, audience).
Ability to create and find solutions incases where one has forgotten lines or
something.
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Should also have skills in voice variations, projection, articulation, and
emphasis.

(vii) Skit Rehearsals
A rehearsal is the process of practicing for the performance. For a successful
and effective rehearsal, each group must:
- Have a rehearsal plan.
- Ensure time keeping by all members.
- Warm up before starting a rehearsal. This helps to think faster and to
concentrate on the rehearsal.
- Always keep to task.
- Have a reflection at the end of every rehearsal to evaluate the progress
made, identify successes and failures in the rehearsal.
In order to check on the participants’ understanding of the qualities of a good
actor/actress, the facilitator played two video skits. Participants were expected to
reflect on the skits after viewing.
Skit 3: Shared Hope (a skit from Scenarios from Africa).
Two main SRH issues are raised in this skit.
 Living positively with HIV: attitude.
 People living with HIV: their crucial role in a community’s response to
HIV/AIDS.
Annie is in despair. She confides her painful secret in her friend Myriam: Annie
has just discovered she is HIV+. Myriam offers words of reassurance and hope.
But Annie, still in a state of shock and panic, reacts violently. How could Myriam
have any idea what she's going through?
Annie asks Myriam to swear that she won’t force her out of the house because
she had tested positive.
Surprisingly Myriam tells Ali that she also tested positive two years back and that
she was living happily with the virus. This comforts Annie.
After viewing the clip, the participants made the following comments.
- The title really depicted what was in the skit.
- The characters had good communication skills through the various facial
expressions and variations in the voices.
- The director chose the right kind of music and setting for the skit.
- The characters used the little time that they had profitably.
- The characters were well developed since they were only two.
Skit 4: A ring on her finger (a skit from Scenarios from Africa).
Two main SRH issues are raised in this skit:
 Love does not mean sex.
 Guarding against sex for material things.
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Aliou has bought his girlfriend Nancy a new dress, which she eagerly tries on.
Meanwhile, thinking that Nancy will reward his generosity, he surreptitiously arms
himself with a condom.
When Nancy puts on her new dress, Aliou sits her onto the bed and gives her
another gift (a necklace). Aliou starts to caress the woman slowly to put her in the
moods for sex.
Nancy becomes furious and gives back the dress and the necklace insisting on
abstinence till marriage.
After viewing the clip, the participants made the following comments:
- Nancy acted so good to stick to her decision.
- The way forward was also very clear. You need to be assertive and when you
say No, stick to it.
- The characters made good use of variations in voices and facial expressions.
- Nancy used her eye contacts effectively
- .The characters used body languages very well and all the movements were
just effective.
Day 2 (Tuesday) Programme:
TIME

ACTIVITY

WHOM

8:30 – 10:00 am

Prostitution at Busabala landing site

Bright Kigozi

Watching the video clip
- Post-viewing discussion

-

10:00 – 11:00 am
11:00 – 11:20 am
11:20 – 11:45 pm
11:45 -1:00 pm

Developing Communication skills for
peer educators on SRHR issues.
HEALTH BREAK
SRHR Questions & Answers
Script writing of educational skits

1:00 - 2:00 pm
2:00 – 4:00 pm

LUNCH
Script writing of education skits

4:00 -4:20 pm

HEALTH BREAK

Kenneth
Lukwago
Winnie Akeso
Nathan Zaake,
Ssebunya
Christopher
and Ntambi
Abbey
Nathan Zaake,
Ssebunya
Christopher
and Ntambi
Abbey
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4:20 – 5:20 pm

•
•

5:20 – 6:00 pm

Desirable qualities of WSWM
student peer educators
Selection criteria of a WSWM
Student Peer Educator

Moving up the ladder of a student peer
educator.
• Testimonies from peer educators

Daniel
Kakinda

Gloria Mupa
and
Joyce Nannozi

(8:30 -10:00) AM: Session 1: Prostitution at Busabala landing site
The participants watched a small video clip about prostitution at Busabala
landing site (A recording from Uganda Broadcasting Corporation's (UBC’s) The
Untold Story program by Betty Tibaleka). In this Untold Story, three prostitutes of
ages 18, 17 and 15 were being interviewed by Betty Tibaleka.
Interview questions included:
 What drove them into prostitution?
 At what age did they start prostitution?
 Their daily and monthly income and what they do with the earning?
 How a typical day for a prostitute looks like?
 What hardships they encounter?
 Whether they were aware of the possible consequences?
 What their future plans are?
The person interviewing the prostitutes was also providing on-stop counseling.
This session had two major objectives:
(i)
To give the participants an opportunity of attending a counseling session
so as to come up with the desirable qualities of a good counselor.
(ii)
To use live examples to show the interconnectedness between the SRHR
issues and their physical, social, physiological and health consequences.
After the watching the video clip, participants were asked what they had learned
about interviewing and counseling:
Below were some of the participants’ responses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Questioning techniques an interviewer should have.
Being kind when interviewing someone.
Being friendly to the people to be interviewed or counseled.
Not to have hard feelings and being non-judgmental when counseling or
interviewing someone.
Should give good advice and truism when counseling.
Should pay attention to the person's problems and views when making an
interview or counseling.
Should ensure confidentiality when having an interview with someone or
when counseling and should be encouraging too.
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•
•
•

Not to preach to someone, how he or she should behave but to provide
options, so that one makes personal informed decisions.
A counselor should be empathetic and not sympathetic.
A counselor must have good listening skills.

The participants were also asked to try to relate the video clip to Sexual
Reproductive Health (SRH) issues. They responded by highlighting the following;




HIV/AIDS; in instances where the customers do not want to put on condoms
while having sex with them (the prostitutes) and having multiple partners
where they emphasized on one of the ladies who said that she sleeps with
around 4 different men a night.
Pregnancy which could also result from unprotected sex and other
unprotected sexual acts.

In the video clip, the following were found to be the causes of prostitution;







Lack of enough parental care.
Poverty which leads the prostitutes into sex for money activities.
Bad Peer influence. Some peers lead the others into prostitution.
Lack of guiding and counseling services.
Family breakages which tend to result into incest (a situation where the
parent forces the child into sexual acts), forced early marriages, and school
drop-outs.
Lack of contentment. Not appreciating the little that you have also drives
people into prostitution in order to acquire other material things.

From the video clip too, a lot of risky behaviors were observed (those that were
being practiced by the prostitutes and these included the following:








Going in for unprotected sex.
Sleeping with multiple partners which tend to cause physical damage to the
body.
Sleeping with ruthless strangers can cause dangers like murder and massive
robbery.
The use of chemicals in the private parts is too dangerous. The participants
based this argument on a statement that were said by one of the ladies
saying that she uses coca-cola in her private parts to avoid or control painful
sex.
The act is believed to cause addiction in the long run.
The use of injections to control pregnancy at an early stage could also cause
damage to the reproductive systems of the prostitutes.

Participants also said that as a result of prostitution, a number of consequences
may face in. Among these they listed the following:



The loss respect from people in the society. Parents don’t want the prostitute
to associate with their children.
Social neglect. Being seen as an immoral member in the society.
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Psychological torture. They said that it keeps haunting the people who carry
out prostitution that anytime they will have to catch up HIV/AIDS and may be
even die.

The participants mentioned that among the several problems or weaknesses that
these prostitutes have are lack of self-esteem and self control basing on what
one of the ladies that was interviewed said. “If he does not want to put on a
condom, there's nothing that you can do after all he has paid his money.” This
statement really means that the prostitutes have no or little self control while in
the sexual intercourse.
Bright expressed his appreciation of the interviewer’s questioning techniques and
really asked the participants to try as much as possible to make it up to such
skills and also to develop good listening skills.
(10:00 -11:00) AM: Session 2: Developing communication skills of Student
Peer Educators in SRHR issues.
This session was facilitated by Kenneth Lukwago, a teacher of English Language
and Literature in English at Makerere College School.
The objectives of this session were:
 To build participants’ skills and confidence in communication.
 To enhance participants’ skills of self-expression and effective
presentations.
.
Kenneth noted that for effective communication, one needs to know the likes,
dislikes and the characteristics of the target audience.
As Student Peer Educators, their target audience is going to be students or
young people between the ages of 12-19 years.
Through a very highly exciting and interactive session, the participants identified
the following likes, dislikes and characteristics of the young people:
Likes of the young people:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hanging out with friends.
Interacting with age mates.
Having fun.
Liking for active and fast moving things.
Watching pornographic material.
Liking for experimentation.
Keeping up with style.
Love for music.
Love to adore and copy their celebrities.

Dislikes of young people
•

The presence of elders.
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•
•
•

Things that stress them too much.
Long talks and presentations.
To be preached how to behave.

The following social characteristics of young people were also identified:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

They are self conscious about their appearance.
They want to impress friends or their social groups.
They are curious and much so want to experiment with sex, drugs, alcohol,
and such related stuff.
They seek adventure and excitement.
They experience mood changes and are very unpredictable.
They much want to seek for independence. This tends to make them defiant
and aggressive sometimes.
They have a short attention span and are easily distracted.
They are very conscious about social trends (fashion, sports, and
entertainment).
They do a number of things without thinking about the possible
consequences.

When concluding, Kenneth asked the participants always to consider the
following when communicating to young people:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Should bring in entertaining scenes after some discussion to call back the
attention.
The communication should be short and precise and straight to the point.
Should use interactive methods so that the young people actively participate
because they don’t like lectures.
Chose an interesting and catching topic. A topic like “Love Should Not Hurt”
will attract more young people than a topic like “Abstinence for young people”.
Use real-life situations for illustrative examples to young people.
Where possible involve role models like the people the youth adore.
Be a good listener. Spend more time listening to them than dominating the
conversation.
Do not seem to be imposing or preaching to them how they should behave
but instead provide options with possible consequences.
Do not be judgmental and have empathy.
Use a familiar and interesting language.
Follow trends so that they will feel you have similar interests with them.

(11:20 -11:45) AM: Session 3: SRHR Questions and answers.
Winnie Akeso, a Sexual Reproductive Health consultant in the program, came in
to answer a few questions from the participants.
Q1. What advice would you give to a person who is sexually badly off?
Answer: Such a person should avoid sexual conversations and should change
the topic of conversation to something else like sports.
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Q2. How do you control stress?
Answer: You can control stress by involving yourself in co-curricular activities,
reading written literature, listening to music, crying or sleeping, or sharing the
problem out with a friend.
Q3. What advice do you give to people harassed and mistreated by the parents
especially the orphans?
Answer: The person harassed or mistreated should talk with the parents to
reduce on the punishment, he/she should change homes, talk with someone who
can offer help, call someone to talk to the parents, talk to the relatives, the
person in question should also change his attitudes and behavior because
sometimes it comes as a result of bad characters.
(11:45 am -1:00 pm) & (2:00 pm – 4:00 pm): Session 4: Skits Script writing
This session was facilitated by Zaake Nathan, Ssebunya Christopher and Ntambi
Abbey.
Participants were divided into four groups. This was done by the students
themselves. Each group had to have boys and girls, students from different
schools and also a mix of skills (acting, singing, poetry, public speaking etc) so
that the members within each group could learn from each other.
Each group was required to write a script for a 10 min educational skit based on
one or two of the Sexual Reproductive Health and Rights issues faced by young
people.
Facilitators moved from group to group, interacting with the group members and
providing technical advice.
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Fig 3: Group members sharing their ideas with the facilitators.

Participants worked very hard on their scripts and come out with four educational
skits different from each other and showing different SRHR issues with the
following titles:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mystery of life
Ruins of life
Agony after ecstasy
……………………..

Appendix 1: Script for “Mystery of Life” and appendix 2: Scripts for “Ruins of Life”.
(4:20 – 5:20) PM: Session 5: Desirable qualities of WSWM Student Peer
Educators and selection criteria for Student Peer Educators.
This session was facilitated by Daniel Kakinda.
.
Participants were asked what they thought were the desirable qualities of WSWM
student peer educators. Participants came up with the following suggestions.
The WSWM student peer educators should:
• Be patient because behavior change is a gradual process.
• Have interest in their target audience’s lives.
• Be to be confident in order to command respect.
• Be well informed about what they talk about to avoid misguiding their peers.
• Have or develop good questioning techniques.
• Be social to easily relate with their audience.
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•
•
•
•

Be understanding, have good listening skills, and empathetic.
Be non- judgmental. Never try to give solutions but just options.
Be friendly and exemplary.
Always ensure confidentiality when carrying out peer education.

In addition to what they had mentioned, participants were given the following
additional desirable qualities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrated interest in the WSWM program
Acceptability by peers.
Commitment to positive health practices.
Good communication and listening skills.
High self-esteem.
Knowledgeable about the WSWM program and its content.
Should have been changed positively by the WSWM program (knowledge,
skills, and attitude).
Ability to produce educative materials (art pieces, speeches, and skits)
related to the Sexual Reproductive Health issues

Participants were asked the criteria which should be used to select WSWM
students to be invited to future WSWM student camps.
Participants had the following suggestions:
• Good presentation skills. Selection made through continuous assessment and
not just at the exhibition.
• Wide knowledge and high interest in the WSWM program judged from the
personal involvement in the program.
• Selection done at school level to avoid a situation where Student Peer
Educators are concentrated in only a few schools. There must be at least a
student peer educator at each school.
• Should have high self-esteem. Such students can be identified at WSWM
seminars and exhibitions.
.
Participants were informed that for this first WSWM student camp, participants
were chosen at the regional exhibitions using guidelines provided by SchoolNet
Uganda.
The judging panel at exhibition centre was to be composed of:
(i)
Chairperson -Head teacher of the hosting school. Having the Head
teacher of the hosting school as the chair person would provide the Head
teacher with an opportunity of understanding WSWM program better and
keep the exhibition on track.
(ii)
One WSWM teachers from each of schools participating in the exhibition.
(iii)
One person from the WSWM core team (TSS or SRH) representing
SchoolNet Uganda.
The following judging criteria were used in the selection of the best girl and best
boy exhibitor at each exhibition centre.
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•

Good Presentation skills (confident, articulate, good command of
language, relevant to WSWM lessons).
(20 marks).

•

Personal Testimony showing positive impact of WSWM on one’s
knowledge, skills and attitude.
(20 marks).

•

Quality and content of exhibition materials-Posters, plays, poems,
speeches, conversations, quizzes, news items etc (original composition
and innovation, communicating SRH issues.
(20 marks).

•

My Tips for Peers (Positive messages, shows coverage of WSWM
curriculum).
(20 marks).

•

WSWM promotion messages (acknowledges project funders and
implementers, encourages other students and schools to join WSWM by
mentioning the benefits).
(20 marks)
Total marks = 100 marks.

The panel members were expected to independently award each of the items for
each student and submitted the total to the panel chairperson. The student’s
score was then obtained by a simple average.
SchoolNet Uganda hopes to incorporate students and teachers suggestions to
come out with better criteria for selecting students to be trained as WSWM
student peer educators.
(5:20 -6:00) PM: Session 6: Moving up the ladder of a student peer educator
This session was facilitated by Kakinda Daniel, Joyce Nannozi (a student peer
educator in the Inspiring Science Education for girls using ICT project) and Gloria
Mupa (national WSWM student peer educator).
Daniel advised participants that for them to become international student peer
educators, they need to move gradually but sure. They should start by having a
passion for the WSWM program, get well informed and practice what WSWM
advocates for. They should then try to influence their intimates (brothers, sisters
and parents). They should then go to friends and then peers. With time and
commitment some will become national and international student peer educators.
Daniel then called on Joyce Nannozi and Gloria Mupa to share their testimonies
as student peer educator in their respective projects.
Personal Testimony 1: Joyce Nannozi
In her testimony, Joyce said that she attended the Inspiring Science Education
for Girls with ICT holiday camp which was organized by SchoolNet Uganda in
May 2007.
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At the camp, she met big people, gained self-esteem and confidence and was
introduced to the use of technology in the learning of sciences.
After the camp, Joyce:
•

•
•

•
•
•

Talked to her parents about the program that happened to pick interest in it
too. She shared the educational materials she got at the camp with her young
sisters and brothers. One of the brothers took the material at school where he
now shares with other students.
Talked to her friends about the camp and its impact on her.
Talked to her peers in the schools around her home. One such school was St.
Peters College Nkokonjeru. The head teacher there was very happy and got
interested in the program too and was willing to introduce it in her school as a
club.
She conducted computer training for teachers of the Institute of Management
in Nkokonjeru. She taught them mainly Microsoft Power Point.
Talked to the Mayor of Nkokonjeru about the availability of good cheap
computers at SchoolNet Uganda because the town council does not have
working computers in their offices.
Eventually went and talked to the Minister of Education and Sports about the
use of technology in the teaching and learning of sciences in Uganda.

Joyce Nannozi had been involved in other SchoolNet Uganda activities including
co-facilitating at the Dec 2007 Student’s holiday camp, research assistant in the
on-going WSWM process evaluation, presentation at a teachers’ science
workshop held in Jan 2007 in Busia and as a co-facilitator in a 5-day training for
teachers of Bukomero SS in May 2008.
Personal Testimony 2: Mupa Gloria
In her testimony, Gloria talked about:
• What motivated her to join the WSWM program.
• What she liked most about the WSWM program.
• What she gained by participating in the WSWM program.
• How she is using the skills she gained from WSWM to advance her self.
Gloria joined the WSWM in her S3 at Bishop’s SS Mukono after a training
workshop to which she and other young people had been invited. She was
motivated to join the program because the program deals with young people and
she had really longed to work with young people in her life. The use of computers
also attracted her to the program and the friendly teachers in the program also
made her feel comfortable.

Gloria mentioned a number of things she liked about the WSWM program. These
included:
• The program being youth oriented and friendly.
• The use of the computers.
• Program was built by young people where she was privileged to be one of
them.
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•
•

Program talks about all aspects of life (‘me and my world ’, ‘my future
dreams’, and ‘love should not hurt’).
Students carrying out the teaching.

Gloria said gained the following from participating in the program.
• Improved her self-esteem
• Improved her communication and presentation skills.
• Pushed her up to go for a certificate in HIV/AIDS counseling.
• Changed her attitude towards those infected with or affected by HIV/AIDS.
• Developed skills in role play and acting skits.
• Got exposed to all kinds of people inside and outside the country .She was
one of the facilitators at a teacher training workshop in Nairobi).
Gloria said that she was currently using the skills she got from the program in a
number of ways like:
• Helping her to earn a living. She gets financial compensation for her time
when she co-facilitates at workshops.
• Knowing how to deal with different and complex situations like rape.
• Becoming a person of positive influence other than being influenced.
• Talking and encouraging other peers to join the program. Schools like PMM
Girls Jinja have invited me to talk to their students.
• Acting skits and plays about sexuality.
Gloria concluded by advising the participants that as student peer educators,
they should practice empathy, be non- judgmental, friendly, good listeners, be
informed about SRHR issues, practice referrals. She however cautioned the
participants not to assume that they are experts in the program and to ensure
excellence in class.
Day 3 (Wednesday) Program
TIME

ACTIVITY

WHOM

8:00 – 8:40 am
8:40 – 9:30 am

Participants’ social speeches
Brief on the Orientation Workshop for
Head teachers of the WSWM 2007
Project Cycle.
Testimony by a National Student
Peer Educator
Questions to national peer educators
and answers
HEALTH BREAK
SRHR Material production

Participants
Daniel Kakinda

9:30 – 10:20
am
10:00 – 11:00
am
11:00 – 11:20
11:20 – 1:00
pm

Acting out the skits.

Poetry

Charles Buwembo
Charles Buwembo
and Gloria Mupa

Nathan Zaake,
Abbey Ntambi,
Chris Ssebunya
Kenneth Lukwago
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1:00- 2:00 pm
2:00- 7:00 pm

Production of Art Pieces

Abdul Kiganda

LUNCH
SRH Material production continues
and first shooting.

Nathan Zaake,
Kenneth Lukwago

(8:00 -8:45) AM: Session 1: Participants’ social speeches
This was an open session where participants who wanted to share their thoughts
and ideas with other participants were each given 5 min to talk to other
participants.
The objectives of this session included:
• Providing participants an opportunity to practice public speaking.
• Providing facilitators an opportunity to hear some of the messages student
peer educators pass on to their peers and making the necessary corrections.
Sexuality and love by Biira Majuma (Mt. Rwenzori Girls SS)
She talked about sexuality and love. She emphasized the importance of peer
educators talking to students about sexuality and love because this is where the
big problem is. A high percentage of girls drop-out out of school due to
pregnancy. She said sexuality was about having sexual thoughts and feeling
attracted to the opposite sex.
She mentioned that there are a number of sexual acts which include dating, letter
writing, hugging, kissing, sexual intercourse etc. She cautioned that as young
girls they should abstain rather than engaging in sexual acts like kissing and
hugging because there eventually put you in the mood for sexual intercourse.
She gave an example of a girl who had a boy friend at her school and thought
that the only way of avoiding pregnancy was not to engage in sexual intercourse
so she would go other sexual acts like kissing and hugging.
One day, when the girl had gone in for hugging and kissing, she was put in mood
for sexual intercourse she got impregnated. The message to the young girls
should be to abstain till they finish school.
She gave some examples of myths about sexual intercourse.
“Some people say that when you have sexual intercourse you will become bright.
This is not true because instead of concentrating on books you will be thinking
about sexual intercourse and this will make you duller.” She concluded
Friends and Relationships by Nassanga Cathy of Kasaka SS
Cathy talked about friends and relationships which is a lesson in WSWM
program. She explained that a friend is someone who can help you when you are
in a problem, who can help you to solve the problem or to get counseling.
She said there were positive friends and negative friends. Positive friends help
someone to become active, sharpen one’s mind and become a good personality,
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stay away from negative peer pressure, abstain from sex and stay away from
drugs.
Negative friends can lead someone to become undisciplined. Negative friends
can discourage you from abstaining and led you to sexual activities saying
“Practice makes perfect and experience is the best teacher”. Some students
follow the advice of negative friends and start practicing sex which is not good.
She outlined some of the qualities of positive friends which included being
disciplined and co-operative.
She ended by posing a question to the participants: “What type of friends do you
have?”
Menstruation by Nankunda Florence of Bukomero SS
Florence said she was going to share about what menstruation is and some key
messages.

Fig 4. Florence Nankunda addressing other participants.

Florence said that menstruation is the release of blood from the vagina of a girl
and starts during adolescence. It happens when hormones cause the uterus to
form a lining which grows blood vessels in anticipation of an egg getting fertilized.
After ovulation, the egg moves down the fallopian tube to the uterus, where it
goes down to be fertilized. If the egg is not fertilized, it moves out inform of the
blood that is sometimes brownish or pure red or other types of blood. This is
normal.
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She also said that during the first time, the girls may feel abdominal pain, grow
very weak and feel uncomfortable to associate with other people. Sometimes
some girls may miss some periods. This does not necessarily mean they are
pregnant. Missing periods is sometimes caused by hormonal imbalance.
She passed on the following key messages:
• Experiencing abdominal pains does not mean you should go in for sex. It is a
myth that sex cures the abdominal pains.
• Start of menstruation does not necessarily mean you are sexually mature.
• Having periods does not mean you will become barren because your eggs
are being wasted. There are always so many eggs. Some people go in for
sex because they don’t want to loss their eggs.
She concluded by advising girls to use cotton wool or cotton T-shirts in case they
have no money for pads and always to keep track of their menstruation cycle.
Is Your Body Changing Too? by Evelyn Ekashion of Dabani Girls School.
Evelyn talked about the body changes which occur in girls and boys during
adolescence.
She said the changes in girls included menstruation periods, enlargement of
breast and widening of hips. Some girls of the same age may have different size
of hips .This is normal because we grow at different rates. She warned girls
against the myth that those with wide hips have played a lot of sex and that if you
have thin hips then you need to play for them to widen.
In boys, the chest broadens and they get wet dreams.
During adolescence, young people get attracted to the opposite sex. This is okay
and normal but does not mean they should go in for sex. Young people should
always abstain till the right time.
Sexual abuse by Nabwire Winnie of St. Peters SS Nsambya.
Winnie said sexual abuse is involving you in sexual activities against your will. It
occurs every where in all countries, in all tribes, among all levels of education
and even among religious people. Girls are more sexually abused than boys.
Sexual abuse can even be done by an uncle who pays school fees for you.
Winnie mentioned some of the effects of sexual abuse which included
depression, psychological effect and loss of concentration in class.
She advised participants never to keep quite when it ever happens to them. They
should tell a friend, a close relative or a teacher.
Student-teacher Relationships by Wanock Christopher of St. Joseph’s
College Ombachi.
He talked about student-teacher relationships where he encouraged the
participants to keep as close to their teachers .They should not just to run away
from them and also should also avoid moving with people of bad influence
because bad peer groups weaken or destroy self control sometimes. He, in
addition also comforted those who grow faster than usual to feel okay because it
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is natural and normal. Lastly, he said that the youths should give a second
thought about the way they dress in order to make their neighbors comfortable
and to avoid immoral acts like rape.
Life Skills by Akiiza Shakilah of Kibibi SS.
Shakilah gave some examples of life skills which are needed by everyone in
order to achieve their right goals in life.
These skills included:
• Self-esteem: knowing what is good in one’s self and valuing that good.
• Self-awareness: Knowing one’s weakness and strength. Knowing what you
can do and not do.
• Assertiveness: the ability to think critically and making the right decisions.
• Self-control: being able to control one’s self.
• Coping with emotions and stress. Stress can be relieved by reading novels,
chatting with friends and going for entertainment.
Body Changes and self-esteem and opposite sex by Ssenyonjo Francis
(Namilyango College)
Francis said that during growth mainly in the adolescent stage, the sweat glands
become active, there is growth of pubic hair, and the broadening of the chest in
boys among the others.
He posed two questions:
Q1. To the boys, describe the appearance of the girl you would love.
Q2. To the girls, describe the type of guy you would love.
He told participants, that research indicated that girls get attracted to boys who
are disorganized and that are why a beautiful girl may get married to an ugly
man.
He said that self-esteem is the value of oneself and the way you value your body.
He also said that self-esteem is related to body changes. He gave an example
that if a girl told another girl that her breasts are big , it would be minor but if a
boy told a girl that her breast are big, the girl’s self-esteem will greatly reduce.
HIV/AIDS Prevention and Condom use by Otto Wilfred of Kabalega SS.
He talked about the ABC strategy for prevention of the spread of HIV/AIDS
where A – Abstinence, B- Be faithful to you partner and C- Condom use.
He talked about the type of condoms, conditions for proper storage and
consideration for choice of condom.
Remarks from the facilitators by Bright Kigozi.
Bright cautioned the participants, that when doing student peer education, the
message is very clear that young people need to delay sexual intercourse. If as a
peer educator you start teaching your peers the different types of condoms, how
to store them properly and how to use them, you will be passing the wrong
message you peers who are at secondary school level. Condom use is only
encouraged for students at the university and other tertiary institutions.
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He said that they should not talk about the use of condoms when doing student
peer education because the young people do not need sex and condoms.
As SchoolNet Uganda, our message to the schools is that schools would
encourage the student to abstain and delay sexual intercourse until they are
mature and ready to take up the responsibilities and consequences which come
with it. As student peer educators, their message to peer should be to delay sex
until the right time comes.
Bright also cautioned participants against telling peers the type of boy or girls
they need for marriage because this is against nature. All people irrespective of
their nature will have marriage partners.
Regarding research, participants must be sure about the research they are
talking about. It is not true that girls like dirty boys as one participant had said. He
gave another example of a boy who said that he had done research and found
that girls in S1 and S2 had small hips but in S3 and S4, their hips enlarge after
playing sex with the S5 and S6 boys which is totally wrong.
He cautioned the student peer educators about what they tell their peers
because it can either be useful or very destructive. As trained student peer
educators, they must no their boundaries and should know their target audience
and that different messages are supposed to be passed on to different people.
Participants were briefed about the Ministry of Education and Sports’ draft policy
on sexual reproductive health that ABC was for educational employees, Ccondom use for tertiary institutions and delay of sex and promotion of virginity
(for both boys and girls) for learners – primary and secondary school children.
(8:40 – 9:30) AM: Session 2: Brief on the Orientation Workshop for the Head
teachers of the schools of WSWM 2007 project cycle held 14th-15th 2008.
This session was facilitated by Kakinda Daniel. Kakinda told the participants that
their head teachers had been invited to a 2-day residential orientation workshop.
The objectives of the workshop included:
• Brainstorming with the Head teachers the SRHR issues in schools and how
they affect academic performance.
• Introduce the Head teachers to the WSWM curriculum.
• Brief the Head teachers about the way the WSWM program is being
implemented. The roles and responsibility of the organizations involved
including the responsibility of the school.
• Get ideas and suggestions from the Head teachers on strategies for better
implementation of WSWM in schools.
Participants were told that among other things, the Head teachers were
responsible for:
• Selecting two youth-friendly teachers (one male and one female) who are
interested in SRHR issues for training.
• Strengthening counseling and career guidance services at the school.
• Creating time on the school program for WSWM lessons.
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•

Providing time slots for student peer educators at school assemblies, class
days and PTA meetings.

The Head teachers were very supportive of the WSWM student camp as shown
by the support some Head teachers showed by providing transport and pocket
money to some of the participants of the camp. In some cases, Head teachers
assigned teachers to bring students who had never been to Kampala to the
camp.
Daniel told the participants that though the Head teachers had requested at least
one student peer educator to be trained from each school, it was not possible this
time but will be possible in subsequent holidays.
He then played a video recording of the closing remarks made by Mr. Nsumba
Lyazi, Assistant Commissioner secondary education (comprehensive) at the
Head teachers’ orientation workshop.
In his closing remarks, Mr. Nsumba, on behalf of the Ministry of Education and
Sports, thanked SchoolNet Uganda for:
• Supplying schools with computers at handling costs.
• Training teachers in ICT skills
• Implementing the WSWM in 100 schools across the country. The WSWM
program is aimed at developing students’ communication and decisionmaking skills and other skills necessary for life.
He urged the Head teachers, to find time for the WSWM program so that they
can help students move in the right direction.
(9:30 – 10:20) AM: Session 3: Personal testimony by Charles Buwembo, a
National student peer educator.
Charles Buwembo is a student a Makerere University offering a Bachelors
degree in Information Technology (IT). He is one of the WSWM national student
peer educators.
Charles a former student of Bishop’s SS Mukono joined WSWM in 2003 as one
of the pioneer WSWM students.
His motivation for joining WSWM program included:
• The stories from fellow peers who had participated in the design and content
reviews of the program.
• The fact that the WSWM program was computer- based.
• He was curious to know more about sexuality.
Charles said that he like a number of things in the WSWM program including:
• The virtual peer educators (David and Rose) who provide a lot of information
in a youth friendly way.
• The games, like the body change game in lesson 3.
• The joint exhibitions which tend to create socialization among WSWM
students from different schools.
• The identification he got from participating in the program. He is identified with
the WSWM program and also called upon to give his personal testimony.
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He said that he gained the following as a result of his participation in the
program: acquired a lot of information about sexuality; understood himself better
by getting to know his capacities and emotions, broke the myths; improved
decision making; opened up inter-personal relationships; and changed his role
models (from the destructive to the constructive).
Charles said that he is using the skills that he got from the WSWM program to
advance himself through a number of ways: becoming more hardworking;
discovering the value of volunteering; facilitating in workshops; get employment
and earn a living; becoming a role model to other people; sharing success stories
and inspiring new members in the program; assisting in material development of
the program; and starting up new projects.
Charles has attended a number of national and international workshops. The
international workshops included:
• The iEARN (international Educational and Research Network) conference
and youth camp (July 2006) in Netherlands where he made a presentation on
WSWM with Mr. Bright Kigozi.
• A training workshop for the ZoomIn project which was held (June 2007) in
London, UK which he attended with Mr. Kakinda Daniel.
• Represented SchoolNet Uganda at the iEARN UK conference (June 2007) in
Cardiff, Wales.
He concluded by asking the WSWM program implementers to keep supporting
the program, upgrade it, appreciate the role of the student peer educators. Keep
track of the peer educators through follow up visits.

(10:00 -10:40)AM: Session 4: Questions to national peer educators.
This session was facilitated by two national student peer educators: Gloria Mupa
and Charles Buwembo. The session was aimed at giving participants an
opportunity to ask questions related to WSWM and to student peer education.
The participants were free to direct their questions to one or both the peer
educators.
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Fig. 5: Gloria Mupa and Charles Buwembo answering participants’ questions.

Questions which were directed to Gloria Mupa
Q1. What do you do if a man is going to rape you?
Answer: You should always try to avoid risky situations or places, but if you find
yourself really in a fix, you may pretend as if you have accepted and then hit hard
his balls and run away. It is also advisable to move with pepper so that in such
cases, you throw pepper in his eyes.
Rapists are like killers. If someone wants to rape you, then he wants to destroy
your life so destroy his life first before you loose yours.
Q2. Is it okay to discuss the protective measures a girl is supposed to take like in
case of rape in the presence of the boys?
Answer: This WSWM camp is for training peer educators who are supposed to
be knowledgeable so that they can advise their peers even of the opposite sex
and as peer educators they are supposed to ensure confidentiality.
Q3: Is it possible that a wife can be rapped by her husband?
Answer: This is tricky and I can say yes and no. Yes because the husband can
force her into sex without her consent and No because the wife can’t take this
case to the courts of law.
Q4. How were you able to get your parents to allow you join the WSWM
program?
Answer: I told them about the project and I used to take the letters of invitation to
the workshops to them. After the workshop, I would give them my workshop
notes to read through. They got to know about the program and its importance to
me as a young person.
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Q5. What are the challenges that you face as a national peer educator?
Answer: At first, I had the challenge of communicating to peers and being
confident because I was shy but through the program, I became more confident
and also improved my communication skills. It is also difficult to live exemplary.
As a peer educator, you have to practice what you preach and also fighting to
improve your self-esteem. The process of changing someone’s behaviour is slow
making it hard to recognize your fruits in time.
It is also difficult to advise peers who have been involved in complex issues like
rape and lesbianism.
Q6. Are there material gains in being a peer educator?
Answer: My answer is a NO at the first stages. I joined in S3 and the only gains I
got up to S6 were in terms of knowledge, information and wisdom. The financial
gains come much later after the program implementers have developed
confidence in you when they pay you for co-facilitating workshops.
Questions which were directed to Charles Buwembo
Q1. How did you become a national/international student peer educator?
Answer: I started as a student participating in the WSWM program, then moved
to a volunteer peer educator at my school. I volunteered to do work at the
exhibitions and workshops. I was randomly selected as a national peer educator
because I did not undergo any peer education training. I think I was selected
because I had gone through the program, I was available, committed and have a
passion for the WSWM program.
Q2. Have you ever done peer education for your family?
Answer: At first, my dad got cross with me when he found me talking to my
sisters about the things we had learnt in the WSWM program because he though
I was spoiling them. Somehow he went for a counseling workshop for young
people. When he came back, he told me to go on with talking to my sisters on
SRHR issues. I now do peer education at home side by side with my father.
Q3. Has your being a peer educator changed your life in any way?
Answer: Yes, I now feel empowered. People in the community where I live see
me as an empowered youth with unusual confidence and self-respect. A number
of them ask me what programs I do, why I travel and how can their children join
the programs I am involved in.
Q4. What did you do to become a national/international peer educator?
Answer: I was a peer educator at my school and I used to participate in
exhibitions giving my personal testimony. I had to do nothing to become a
national peer educator. I just had to be myself. I just had to have the right
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message, understand the program, have a passion for it and give out the right
messages.
Q5. What are the challenges that you face as a national peer educator?
Answer: I have met a number of challenges which include:
• Students assume that student peer educators know a lot and they ask
complex SRHR questions of which you have no answers. What I normally do
is to throw back the question to the audience.
• Sometimes students want to test your knowledge by asking you questions
whose answers they know very well.
• Sometimes, after giving your testimony some students of the opposite sex try
to crush on you.
On behalf of the participants, Kakinda Daniel thanked the national peer
educators for sparing their time to share their personal testimonies and to answer
the participants’ questions. He noted that as the WSWM program expands to
more schools, there is an increasing need for more national student peer
educators who must be knowledgeable, willing to share out skills and knowledge
with the others and having a passion for the program.
(11:20 AM -1:00 PM): Section 5: SRHR Material Production.
Participants divided themselves into three groups based on interest:
1. Acting group – This group had to act out the skits and worked under the
guidance of Nathan Zaake, Abbey Ntambi and Christopher Ssebunya.
2. Poetry group – This group had to produce poems and speeches and
worked under the guidance of Kenneth Lukwago.
3. Art group – This group had to production of Art pieces worked under the
guidance of Abdul Kiganda.
Briefing to the Poetry group by Kenneth Lukwago
Kenneth defined poetry as the art of writing poems in verse forms. He also o
defined some of the important terms that are used in poetry which included:






Content: - These are the main ideas, subject matter, and the theme.
Tone: – This is the manner in which the speaking voice delivers the
message.
Form: – This is the way in which the poem is organized. The poem could
either be organized in verses or stanzas.
Mood: - This is the atmosphere that the poem creates.
Diction: – This is the choice of words that are used in the poem.

He also talked about the pictures in poetry which include images and
personification. Images are the mental pictures used to deliver an idea like a
smile and metaphor whereas personification includes the use of statement like
“O Uganda.... we lay our future in thy hand.”
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Kenneth also said that there are different sounds that are used in poetry each
portraying a different message. Below are some of the different sounds he
mentioned:
 Alliteration which is the repetition of the same constant sound, usually at
the beginning of each word for example six silly sisters sat serving six silk
sacks.
 Onomato poeia which are words whose sounds may reflect their meaning.
 Repetition which is mainly used for emphasis.
 Rhyme where the poet may use similarly sounding words at the end of
each line.
 Rhythm which is a regular beat in some poems.
 Free verse which as those poems which do not conform to the strict
observance of rhymes.
Kenneth noted that no poems can conform to all the elements and that a good
poet does not need to know all the terms or even to use them all in one poem.
“All what you have to do is to begin writing and enjoy what you write.” Kenneth
concluded.
(2:00 – 7:00)PM: Section 6: Continuation of SRHR material production.
For the remaining part of the day, participants continued with the production of
their poems, art pieces and skit rehearsals. The first video shooting of the skits
was made.

Fig 6: Students doing skit rehearsals
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Fig 7: Students working on their Art Pieces.

Day 4: (Thursday) Program
TIME

ACTIVITY

WHOM

8:30 – 9:00 am

Introduction to the SchoolNet Uganda
website (www.schoolnetuganda.sc.ug )
and the Uganda Digital Education
Resource Bank (www.uderb.org)
SRHR questions & answers
Viewing video about Sarah called
Choices and post viewing discussion
Review of the skits that were produced
by the participants the previous day.

Daniel Kakinda

9:00–10:00 am

10:00 – 11:00
am
11:00 – 11:20
am
11:20 am –
1:00 pm
1:00 - 2:00 pm
2:00 - 6:30 pm

6:30 – 8:00 pm

Winnie Akeso

Christopher
Ssebunya,
Nathan Zaake

Health Break
Production of final materials (skits,
poems, speeches & Art pieces) and
Video recording
Lunch
Production of final materials (skits,
poems, speeches & Art pieces) and
Video recording
Award of certificates and closure of the
camp.

Participants,
Kakinda Allan,
Matovu Richard
Participants,
Kakinda Allan,
Matovu Richard
Daniel Kakinda,
Bright Kigozi
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(8:30 -9:00) AM: Session 1: Introduction to the SchoolNet Uganda website
and the Uganda Digital Education Resource Bank.
Daniel Kakinda took the participants through the different sections of the official
SchoolNet Uganda website (http://www.schoolnetuganda.sc.ug ).
The website provides information on what SchoolNet Uganda does, its present
and past projects, upcoming and past workshops, its partners and testimonies
the testimonies of individuals that have recognized the impact of SchoolNet
Uganda on their lives.
He encouraged participants to read through the personal testimonies and always
to check on the upcoming workshops. They should not hesitate contacting
SchoolNet Uganda officials in case they have interest in any of the upcoming
workshops. Participants can also download reports of previous workshops from
the website.
Daniel also took participants through the Uganda Education Resource Bank
(UDERB) (http://www.uderb.org) another website run by SchoolNet Uganda
which has links to educational websites identified by Uganda teachers. It also
has downloadable education materials like past papers from different schools.
(9:00 -10:00)AM: Session 2: SRHR Questions, viewing video on Choices
and post-viewing discussion.
This session was facilitated by Winnie Akeso.
Winnie started by responding to SRHR questions which participants had handed
in the previous day.
Q1.How come some partners sometimes differ in the results of HIV/AIDS
testing?
Answer: Sometimes this could be a discordant couple where one person has the
virus whereas the other does not or may be one of the participants might be in
the window period where the virus in him or her cannot be detected. She said
that the virus goes through phases in development.
Q2. Would you advice such a discordant couple to stay together or to separate?
Answer: The discordant couple should see a counselor who should talk to them
but not to make decisions for them. The final decision should be made by the
couple because it is a challenging situation. If the partners understand their
situations, then they can stay together and use protective measures like
condoms. It is also possible to fertilize the woman using artificial insemination
and special care can be given to an infected mother to avoid infecting the baby.
Q3: Why is that someone who has been taking ARVs and misses one day just
dies?
Answer: Missing ARVs one day can not death though frequent missing of them
leads to increase of the viral load and thus weakening the person's immunity
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hence leading to death and that people sometimes go in for ARVs when their
bodies have already weakened.
Viewing the video skit called Choices and post viewing discussion.
Winnie showed the video clip called Choices. The skit was to deliver a message
of having to make responsible choices in life to avoid regrets to the audience.
Sarah really likes Musa and Musa is more than a little attracted to her. But it
seems that most boys are only interested in sleeping with girls – being girls is not
enough. Sara wants to wait. As her teachers say, why throw away your education
and your future just to please a boy? Then Sara's friend Tamala falls pregnant,
and the boy (Jackson) responsible. ……………………......
Choices is one in a series of exciting comic books about the adventures of Sara
and the issues that affect her and other girls in Africa.
Winnie asked the participants questions and they gave the following responses:
Q1. What advice would you give to a friend like Jackson?
Response: Would advice him not to deny the pregnancy but to be response and
assume responsibility for the pregnancy.
Participants noted that trying to do things before the right time should be avoided
because there are very many consequences that arise out of it like those
Jackson experienced after impregnating the girl.
Q2. How do you resist peer pressure?
The participants said that they can resist peer pressure though;
• Sticking to their words.
• Having a bottom line.
• Making the right and effective decisions.
• Being assertive.
• Knowing the nature of their friends.
Harmonizing:
Winnie harmonized the post-viewing discussion with a presentation on the skills
which are needed for effective decision making. She discussed critical thinking
and problem solving as some of the skills needed for effective decision making.
She defined creative thinking as the process that is used to create and develop
new skills of dealing with issues or a process of finding a solution to a challenge.
Critical thinking involves:


Taking multiple perceptions of a problem and not just looking at a problem the
way it is presented.
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Trying as hard as possible but not just failing to try.
Having self-confidence and trust in one's own decisions.

Critical thinking is used to reflect on, assess, and judge the assumptions
underlying your own and other people's ideas and efforts, so as to make good
decisions. The whole process of critical thinking begins with reflecting on the
meaning of the situation which involves breaking down the situation and
understanding each bit of it, examining the meaning of the situation, forming a
judgment.

Fig. 8: Winnie Akeso discussing the skills of effective decision-making.

Winnie defined problem solving as the mental though other times practical ways
of creating a solution to a problem. Problem solving goes beyond knowledge and
thinking and requires taking initiatives.
“A problem could either be a challenge, an opportunity, or an improvable
solution.” She said,
She advised the participants not to look at challenges as if they are the first
people to face them though she accepted that there are some challenges that
can never be changed like death, body changes, and growth.
Winnie said that steps involved in problem solving include:





Appreciating the problem.
Breaking the problem into manageable facets.
Identifying likely causes of the problem.
Understanding how the different factors causing the problem relate to
each other.
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She concluded by giving the participants some tips on how to make good friends
where she said that they should consider the purpose of the friendship, the
duration of the friendship, the size of the group, compatibility of the friendship,
and the nature of the friendship.
(10:00 -11:00) AM: Session 3: Review of the state of the skits as video
recorded the previous day.
This session was facilitated by Nathan Zaake and Christopher Ssebunya.
Each of the skit director was asked to talk about the skit; the SRHR issues the
skit wants to bring out and the educational message they wanted to pass to the
audience. After each director, the video recording of the skit was played and
participants were required to critique the skit as a way of helping the producers
improve on the skit. This was followed by the critique by the facilitators.
1. Ruins of life
Carol admires her friend, Anita, so much that she wishes to be like her. She
approaches her to ask how she can also be like her. Anita involves Carol into
bad acts like smoking, drinking, and such.
Carol gets so drunk and ends up being impregnated by one of Anita's friends
coming from a rich family. Carol realizes that she has been missing her periods
for about three months which reflects that she is pregnant.
Carol talks to Eve, another friend of hers who advises her to meet a councilor
though she fails to take up the idea. She decides to go back to Anita who advises
her to abort using a detergent
After viewing the video recording of the skit, the facilitators made the following
comments.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All movements must be as natural as possible.
Setting for the Carol after missing periods is not comfortable for what she
says. May be on a mat down in a tree somewhere in the gardens would be
better.
Coral’s body expression don’t reflect what she says.(abortion).
Eve’s exit should be emphasized and here Carol should give us a pause.
Carol’s movements should also reflect her situation.
Shakira comes in too early. Shakira should either be more occupied or
there is need to play around with distance.
Unnecessary repetitions. (Carol what's wrong? Are you ok x2)
Keep in character even if you forget your lines. (Shakira and Anita)
Setting in bar needs improvement.
When you decide to use chorus, be uniform in the words you say, the
tone, the actions, movements and the facial expressions.
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2. Mystery of life
A girl is influenced by bad peers who practice sex for money to go in for a guy.
After sometime she realizes a change in her body and when she moves back to
the peers, they neglect her.
The mother also recognizes a change in the girl's behavior and she gets
bothered. She asked her what the problem was and she tells her that she was
pregnant. The mother chases the girl from home and she decides to move to the
auntie's place.
The auntie gets touched about the girl's situation and she comes to talk to the
mother. After some negotiations, they agree to let the girl back home.
After viewing the video recording of the skit, the facilitators made the following
comments:
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lighting was poor for some scenes. There is need to properly choose the
venue for shooting.
Reacting appropriately and acting naturally e.g.. Reacting to the fact that
you are poor,, appreciating the cap, reacting to the news of the pregnancy,
friends turning against you etc
Building scenes to end, avoid abrupt breaking off of scenes
Liz should copy the boys’ attitude and mood, at the clinic
Mother is good but should find a song to sing when coming back from the
garden to contrast the happiness you have now with the sad news you are
about to receive.
The distance between mum and daughter is too big for such a part.
Doing unaccounted for actions e.g. why does the mother sit again?
Vivian and Regina do not handle the pregnancy issue so well. Work more
on it (director).
The distance between Vivian and Regina should gradually become less as
the issue they are discussing becomes more intense.
Do not forget the key lines that bridge/connect the message in the skit
Get used to distraction, nothing must take your attention as long as you
are on stage or before the camera (keep to task).
Likewise, the people around must not destruct those on stage.
There MUST be tonal variation depending on the message that we
bringing out. Our voices must never keep flat through out.
Be certain and please assume the role that you are taking on
appropriately e.g. be a mother as much as in your normal life you have
never been one.

Some of the comments on the above two skits were also relevant for the other
two skits.
3. Agony after ecstasy
Phantom, an orphan living with his sister spends most of his time drinking,
smoking, and sleeping with girls. He soon gets conflicts with the sister over drugs
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and watching pornography which ends up with the sister chasing him out of the
house.
He decides to go and stay in some ghetto. While in the ghetto, he receives a call
from one of the girlfriends who tells him that she had tested positive.
In great shock and surprise, he moves calmly to a friend who advises him on
positive living.
General comments from facilitators included:














There were still many unnecessary movements.
The standing positions with respect to the camera were still poor.
The actors should make their actions as natural as possible.
The actors should pass on appropriate right information.
There should be an improvement in the articulation of words.
There were unnecessary repetitions.
The participants should keep in character even if they loose the words.
The directors should avoid talking in the background.
The choice of characters was not all that good in a number of cases.
There was more need of illustrations and body expressions.
Abrupt breaking off of scenes should be avoided.
More tonal variations should be used.
Actors should try as hard not to forget the key lines.

(11:20 AM- 6:30 PM): Session 4: Production of final materials (skits, poems,
speeches & Art pieces) and Video recording.
Participants broke up into their respective groups to do the final material
production under the guidance of Nathan Zaake, Abbey Ntambi and Christopher
Ssebunya.
Richard Matovu and Kakinda Allan were responsible for video recording of the
skits, poems, speeches and presentations of the Art pieces. Ronald Kasendwa
was responsible for talking picture of the art pieces.
Soft copies of the SRHR materials produced by the participants can be obtained
for SchoolNet Uganda on request.
(6:30 -8:00)PM: Closing Ceremony and Award of Certificates.
One of the participants on behalf of the rest, passed a vote of thanks to the
organizers of the camp (SchoolNet Uganda and World Population Foundation)
and facilitators of the camp and said that they had gained a lot fro the camp and
that they were going to use what they had acquired to help their peers out there
who did not have the chance to attend the camp.
Daniel Kakinda requested Mr. Abdul Kiganda who represented the school
administration to pass SchoolNet Uganda’s thanks to the administration and staff
of Nabisunsa Girls School for hosting the WSWM students’ camp. He thanked
the participants for their hard work and devotion through the camp. He requested
the participants to pass on SchoolNet Uganda’s thanks to their parents and the
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Head teachers of their schools for all the support they gave to the camp including
sending them to the camp.
“We as SchoolNet Uganda have learned a lot of lessons from this camp and we
are now more than ready and committed to organize more such camps” Kakinda
concluded.
Mr. Kiganda Abdul, who represented the hosting school's administration said that
he was very much impressed by the participants' discipline and that the SRHR
materials participants produced in the camp, showed they were really good and
hard working students. He thanked SchoolNet Uganda for the great job that they
are doing.
Finally the participants were awarded certificates of completion. Each participant
was also given a T-shirt with the SchoolNet Uganda logo and the World
Population Foundation logo at the front and having the words:
“THE WORLD STARTS WITH ME”
NATIONAL STUDENTS’ CAMP
FOR 2007 BEST EXHIBITORS
at the back.
Report compiled by:
1. Ronald Kasendwa
2. Kakinda Daniel
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Appendix 1:
MYSTERY OF LIFE
A jumpy poor girl (Liz) is influenced to join a group of rich girls who earn a living
by exchanging sex for money to cater for their personal needs. The girls escape
from the school dormitory at night when the teachers are asleep.
After sometime, Liz realises changes in her body and health and asks for advice
from her friends (the rich girls) who had come to check on her on their next
outing. The friends become curious and advise her to go for a pregnancy test.
She is left puzzled what to tell her parents if the pregnancy test turns out to be
positive. Meanwhile that marks the end of their friendship.
Taking on the advice, Liz goes for a pregnancy test which turns out to be
positive. She is thrown in a state of confusion. She cannot do any domestic work
apart from sleeping which makes her mother (Regina) suspicious.
One day, as the mother comes from the garden feeling tired and wondering what
her daughter was doing, calls Liz for questioning. The mother learns from the girl,
that the girl is pregnant. The mother gets so disappointed that she chases the girl
away from home. The girl runs away to her Aunt’s (Vivian) home.
The Auntie (Vivian) comes to the girl’s mother (Regina) to apologize on behalf of
the girl. Vivian advises her sister Regina not to abandon Liz because this would
force Liz to go to prostitution which may expose her to various STDs & STIs. She
could even decide to take on abortion which may destroy her life.
Vivian pleads with her sister Regina to accept her daughter back in the home,
support her with the pregnancy, and take her back to school after pregnancy and
to encourage her to join programs about sexuality. Perhaps, if Liz had had sex
education at school, she wouldn’t have messed her life up.
Group members
1. Namazzi Vivian (St. Joseph’s Girls SS, Nsambya)
2. Abigaba Owen (Muntuyera High School, Kitunga) (Secretary)
3. Kaweesi Edward
4. Nabwiire Winnie (St. Peters SS, Nsambya)
5. Kakungulu Noel James (Namilyango College)
6. Ihanga Ann (St. Mary’s Ediofe Girls )
7. Lokure Anabella (Moroto High School)
8. Aloyo Grace Mercy (Gulu High School)
9. Ojok Denis (Comboni College)
Casting:
1. Namazzi Vivian (St. Joseph’s Girls SS, Nsambya) acting as Vivian
2. Ihanga Ann (St. Mary’s Ediofe Girls ) acting as Regina
3. Lokure Anabella (Moroto High School) acting as Liz
Director: Namazzi Vivian
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Appendix 2:
RUINS OF LIFE
A girl (Carol) who loves reading books but has a friend (Anitah) she admires so
much that she wishes to be like her. She talks to Anitah who tells her that she
can be like her. She helps her out in being like her through engaging in bad acts
like smoking, drinking etc. But in the process of engaging in the bad acts, she
gets so drunk and she is impregnated by one of Anitah’s friends from a rich
family.
After sometime, Carol gets to know that she is missing her periods for about
three months now which makes her suspect to be pregnant.
Carol talks to a good friend of hers Eve who advises her to see a councillor or an
elder she trusts. But Carol ignores Eves’ advice and instead decides to talk it
over with Anitah.
Anitah gets to know what Carol is going through but instead advises Carol to
abort using drugs from the hospital. When Carol confesses that she doesn’t have
money to buy the drugs, Anitah tells her to use detergents.
Carol takes the detergent and ………………………………..
Skit ends with youth giving a message to the other youth who may want to abort
that in whatever way, they want to abort (cheap or expensive), there is no safe
abortion and it is always dangerous.
Casting:
Nannozi Joyce (Makerere College School) acting as Carol
Nabayego Eve (Bishop’s SS Mukono) acting as Anitah
Nabuzaale Grace Kiiza (Ngora Girls SS) acting as Eve
Akiiza Shakilah (Kibibi SS) acting as Sharon
Awany Ronald (Tororo College) acting as Bob
Directed by Nannozi Joyce (Makerere College School)
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Appendix 3: List of participants and their respective institutions and
contacts

No.

Name

School/Institution

Contacts

1

Nabuzale Grace
Kizza

Ngora Girls S. S

0772-533587

2

Mupa Gloria

Kyambogo University

0774-002191

3

Nankunda Florence

Bukomero S.S

0712-600055
nankundaflorence@yahoo.com

4

Yvonne Oyire
Genivive

Parratiben Muljibhai
Madhran Girls
School

+254728451353

5

Nabwire Winnie

St. Peters Nsambya

0772-439337
nambwire@yahoo.com

6

Ekashion Everlyn

Dabani Girls School

0752-668228

7

Akiiza Shakilah

Kibibi S.S

8

Nassanga Cathy

Kasaka S. S

0782-669713
cnassanga@yahoo.com

9

Mauka Anthony

Hill Top College
Nkokonjeru

0782-659879

10

Ihanga Ann

Edioffe S.S

0773-363869

11

Kaweesi Edward

12

Niwagaba Rebbecca

Bweranyangi Girls
S.S

0714-147906
jamieniwag@yahoo.com

13

Lemukol Simon Peter

Moroto High School

0775-895200

14

Okello Kelvin

Bwika Muslim S.S

0714-298557

15

Wanock Christopher

St. Joseph's College
Ombach

0775-994556

16

Otto Wilfred

Kabalega S.S

0714-334256
scolex20@yahoo.co.uk

17

Namuganza Stella

Wanyange Girls
School

0777-087611
drstelloz@yahoo.com

18

Ssenyonjo Francis

Namilyango College

frassall@yahoo.com

19

Namawejje Saidat

Bulo Parents School

0753-358585

20

Awany Ronald

St. Peters College
Tororo

0703017737
ronniepix@gmail.com

21

Namazzi Vivian

St. Josephs Girls SS
Nsambya

0753-017311

22

Kakinda Allan

Makerere University

0773-099790

heidygenny@yahoo.co.uk

0772-857174
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akakinda2@yahoo.co.uk
23

Ssebunya Chris

0712-711883
ssebunya@gmail.com

24

Ogenrwot Samuel

Awere S.S

0714-004409
samueldixie@yahoo.com

25

Lokure Annabella
Mareut

Moroto High School

0773-285562

26

Lakut Grace Oryem

Dr. Obote College

0712-082128

27

Biira Majuma

Mt. Rwenzori Girls
S.S

28

Aloyo Grace Mercy

Gulu High School

0714-270300

29

Akileng Johnson

Teso College Aloet

0753-900334
akilengjohn@yahoo.com

30

Ronald Kasendwa

Namilyango College

0775-194615
rkasendwa@yahoo.com

31

Abigaba Owen

Muntuyera High
School

0773-128078
abigowe@yahoo.com

32

Kabasinguzi Shamim

Masindi Army S.S

0782-800115

33

Nabayego Evelyn

Bishops Senior
School

0772-821911

34

Bakshi Asuman

Kiira College Butiki

0774-426426
bdps57@yahoo.com

35

Zake Nathan

Makerere University

0782-911365
zcnathie@yahoo.com

36

Kakungulu Noel
James

Namilyango College

0782-361241

37

Wasswa Samuel

Luwero S.S

0772-473629

38

Ojok Dennis

Comboni College

0772-868840
odenis08@yahoo.com

39

Ntambi Abbey

Makerere University

0712-7351178
stemug@yahoo.com

40

Alex Okwaput

WFP/SNU

0772-821911

41

Kigozi Bright

WPF/SNU

bkigozi@yahoo.com

42

Alitiru Harriet

Mvara S.S

0777-178289

43

Kakinda Daniel

SNU

O772-820167
dkakinda@yahoo.com

44

Akeso Winnie

SNU

noeljamesk@breakthru.com
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